Sleep-related neural activity in a premotor and a basal-ganglia pathway of the songbird.
During singing, neurons in premotor nucleus RA (robust nucleus of the arcopallium) of the zebra finch produce complex temporal sequences of bursts that are recapitulated during sleep. RA receives input from nucleus HVC via the premotor pathway, and also from the lateral magnocellular nucleus of the anterior nidopallium (LMAN), part of a basal ganglia-related circuit essential for vocal learning. We explore the propagation of sleep-related spike patterns in these two pathways and their influences on RA activity. We promote sleep in head-fixed birds by injections of melatonin and make single-neuron recordings from the three major classes of neurons in HVC: RA-projecting neurons, Area X-projecting neurons, and interneurons. We also record LMAN neurons that project to RA. In paired recordings, spike trains from identified HVC neuron types are strongly coherent with spike trains in RA neurons, whereas LMAN projection neurons on average exhibit only a weak coherency with neurons in HVC and RA. We further examine the relative roles of HVC and LMAN in generating RA burst sequences with reversible inactivation. Lidocaine inactivation of HVC completely abolishes bursting in RA, whereas inactivation of LMAN has no effect on burst rates in RA. In combination, our data suggest that in adult birds, RA burst sequences in sleep are driven via the premotor pathway from HVC. We present a simple generative model of spike trains in HVC, RA, and LMAN neurons that is able to qualitatively reproduce observed coherency functions. We propose that commonly observed coherency peaks at positive and negative time lags are caused by sequentially correlated HVC activity.